Abstract The Space Technology 5 Mechanical System met the challenge of packaging a fully functional science and technology satellite system with its Deployer mechanism into a compact 0.07 m3 volume. Three 25 kg satellites were orbited in constellation in March, 2006. 
This system includes a highly integrated electronics enclosure as a multifunctional structure; a lightweight, magnetically clean Magnetometer Boom; the first use of Nitinol Shape-Memory Alloy trigger devices for deploying multiple spacecraft; an innovative compliant mount for the umbilical connector and a Deployer mechanism that imparts both separation velocity and mission spin rate to three constellation flying satellites. These elements employed cutting-edge design and analysis tools, state-of-the-art testing facilities and proven engineering techniques to meet stringent performance criteria, enabling the mission's success. 
INTRODUCTION
Mission and Spacecraft Overview The Space Technology 5 mission was a 3-satellite constellation demonstrator for miniaturized spacecraft technology. At the same time, it acquired high quality science data in the Earth's magnetosphere, making new discoveries over the course of its mission. Figure 1 shows an artist's conception of the constellation over the Arctic with the Aurora Borealis (a magnetic phenomenon) in the background. Each spacecraft could be placed separately according to available accommodations on a large Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV). When a smaller, primary launch opportunity was found on the Pegasus Launch Vehicle, the compact, modular design was re-configured onto a support structure as shown in Figure 2 . This packaged all three satellites into its 120 cm diameter, 180 cm long payload envelope.
Magnetic Cleanliness Due to the requirement for highquality science data retrieval, all materials used on the spacecraft and Pegasus Support structure underwent extensive magnetic signature review and mitigation. All components and subsystems were required to keep their signature below 10 nanoTesla (nT) DC and 50 nT AC. The closer a component was to the magnetometer, the more scrutiny it received. Actively induced Magnetic fields such as from electrical power generation in the solar panels were minimized as well.
The magnetometer boom, since it carried the instrument itself, received some of the most stringent scrutiny for magnetic cleanliness. All exposed metal surfaces were coated to reduce temperature gradients and excursions. This reduced the thermo-magnetic effect. Even the standard low-magnetism stainless steel fasteners were replaced with custom made Titanium screws.
Other requirements The boom's natural mode of vibration was kept within the dead-band of the science instrument to prevent possible contamination of data; the magnetometer and its harness were wrapped in blanketing to minimize heat loss.
The spacecraft was stabilized with a spin rate of 20 RPM ±10% initially to assure good data retrieval and proper functioning of the attitude determination and control components. In addition, the spacecraft layout was carefully balanced to minimize "wobble." The requirement was to orient the spin axis (Principal Moment of Inertia) with the geometric Z axis to within 1 degree. A derived requirement from spin stabilization stipulated the Principal moment of inertia in the spin axis had to be at least 10% greater than any other inertia.
The release mechanism was tested thoroughly for reliability and to minimize the chance of re-contact between departing spacecraft and launch vehicle. A doubly redundant set of limit switches on the spacecraft bus top deck turned on power to each spacecraft as it deployed. At the same time, a "flyaway" connector indicated separation status to both the spacecraft and the launch vehicle. System Description Each spacecraft (SC) bus is an octagonal aluminum structure composed of top and bottom decks and held together by a cast aluminum backbone. The backbone-to-deck joint provides a rigid attachment point to the release mechanism. Each vertical facet of the octagon supports a solar panel of honeycomb sandwich construction with graphite face sheets.
The booms may be seen in Figure 2 wrapped around three facets of each SC octagonal sidewall. The boom is composed of three graphite composite tube segments connected by "carpenter tape" hinges. A mechanism at the tip (near the magnetometer seen on the middle spacecraft) releases the boom, which then unfolds and snaps open. The boom attachment to the spacecraft body is seen on the top and bottom spacecraft.
The deployer release mechanism is composed of three struts or stanchions with mechanisms at the top which hold the SC attach points. The top and bottom SC were mounted "upside down" as shown in the picture to place their bottom decks with umbilical connectors within reach of available launch vehicle fairing access doors. This paper will discuss significant design and validation efforts and how major issues and concerns were addressed in the course of the mechanical system development and delivery to orbit.
Decks The machined aluminum decks were originally designed as honeycomb sandwich construction. Since the SC was so small compared with the internal components it supported, the additional performance from the honeycomb was found to be a small benefit compared with the extra work involved in designing and qualifying it. In addition, the electrical and thermal properties of the single-material aluminum deck were much desired by the power and thermal engineers. As in may other applications, the decks served as heat sinks and radiators for thermal control as well as chassis ground for the electrical system. Mechanical Packaging After settling on placement and contents of the card cage, the remaining area was available for the rest of the components. Most desirable was to place components on either of the two decks, for structural rigidity as well and for heat dissipation. Unfortunately, volume and area in the decks ran out fairly quickly for the high-heat generating components as well as those which required placement there for other reasons. The sheet metal exterior sidewall of the SC supported not only exterior connectors and solar panels, but also a current limiter for the Transponder, boom snubbers and the Nutation Damper. The Card Cage exterior served to support two electronics units for the thermal control experiments as well as the Thruster Control Electronics.
STRUCTURAL Bus
The main parts of the Structural Bus were:
* Aluminum top and bottom decks * A "Card Cage" structural backbone that tied the decks together * Sidewalls These are shown in figure 3. card cage wall top edge. The backplane also had external connectors. In all, the card cage had eleven external connectors and four internal ones.
The card cage was qualified for flight by analysis. At first, two quick-turn-around, prototype models were created from Rapid-Prototype mode patterns. These were not as dimensionally accurate as the wax pattern to be used on the flight units, but served to prove out the concept and get solid, early results from environmental testing and board fitand functional checks. One of these card cages went through vibration test along with the rest of the structural bus, since they are so closely integrated.
Since the first units' dimensions such as wall thickness were not optimized for flight, it was not a true qualification unit. Standard procedures at GSFC allow for qualification by analysis as long as the factor of safety used in calculating stress margins is increased from 1.25 to 2.0.
Confidence in the design led to this approach. In the end, the card cage was officially qualified by analysis, but in fact also proved out during environmental test as an integrated part of the bus.
Bus Mass Properties The ST5 spacecraft mass properties testing consisted of mass, Center of Gravity (CG), Moments of Inertia (MOI) and Products of Inertia (POI). All these measurements were key to determining the on-orbit trajectory and spin characteristics of the spacecraft. The most stringent requirement was to assure that the spacecraft spins true along its vertical Z axis (Figure 3) , with a minimum of wobble once separated from the launch vehicle. As the design progressed, the components were positioned on the decks in order to optimize the assembly balance both statically and dynamically. The design process counted major mass items, however even distribution of masses was hampered by the constrained space available and it did not take into account the significant mass effect of electrical harnessing and thermal control blankets. Harnessing and blankets contributed over 10% of the spacecraft mass. Provision was made in the mass budget for balance weights up to 1 kg per spacecraft to compensate for these and other unknowns in the final SC mass properties. The air shield idea made it to the prototype stage when it was discovered that the bulk of the sheet metal shield required tremendous mass to maintain stiffness for adequate balance (the support hardware for a spin balance test must be much more repeatable than that of the flight hardware).
In the end, it was simpler to test without the boom, then for flight, mount the boom's center of gravity on the same plane as the SC center of gravity. This was accomplished with adapter plates for each of the four boom attach points to the spacecraft.
The challenges in performing the balance included the relatively small SC size and the large capacity of the test facility. Figure 6 shows the test setup on the MPMF. This facility measures the torque as the spacecraft spins about the desired balance axis on a hemispherical air bearing. The MPMF SC testing capacity is up to 10,000 pounds, so reaching the desired accuracy for the 55 lb ST5 spacecraft was a challenge. To compensate, the spin rate exceeded 130 RPM to adequately assess the unbalance and correct it. Also the weights had to be placed on an already busy and space-constrained deck.
Measurements of the unbalance are made with the internal force sensor and digital smoothing techniques. Figure 7 shows some sample raw data acquired with ±2 in-lb resolution. Since sampling occurred at 5 kHz, at 130 RPM 2500 samples were taken during one spin period. Circular curve fitting yields a precise torque value for a given spin rate. Figure 9 carried twice its own mass in power equipment, and was fabricated with a Kapton insulating layer co-cured in the top facesheet (seen brown along the edges).
Panel Fabrication The panel's honeycomb construction created a light and stiff substrate for the cells. Four plies of 0.0025" thick graphite composite made up each facesheet for a thickness of only 0.010". Overall, the panel dimensions were 11.25" long by 6.5" wide by 0.155" thick, not including cover glass, cells or silver mesh field cancellation. The panels were fabricated in a bulk sheet large enough to produce eight panels. Flatness of the tooling plate used during cure determined the flatness of the finished product. Before cutting out the individual panels, the sheet was subjected to Ultrasonic inspection shown in Figure 10 . Any potential flaws were highlighted and used for test coupons or avoided entirely for the final product. Small squares served as flatwise tension coupons (testing the adhesion of the honeycomb to the facesheet); the small rectangles served as flexure coupons (testing the stiffness of the construction) and the large rectangles were the flight 6 .5 I:
5 95 panels. The coupons and panels were machined to final dimensions on a precision CNC routing machine, which also placed precision alignment holes for installing the panel's mounting flexures.
Two qualification panels were subjected to vibration, as shown in Figure 11 , and thermal-vacuum testing. One panel was bare; the other was mass-loaded with the equivalent of the full mass allocation for solar cells, wiring and rectifiers. The ultrasound image after all testing is shown in Figure 12 . 
MAGNETOMETER BOOM
The instrument boom shown in Figure 13 carried a 3-axis research-quality flux-gate magnetometer. In order to keep the science data as free as possible from contamination from the spacecraft itself, the boom deployed on-orbit to place the instrument at least 1.5 SC diameters from the closest point on the structure.
Also shown is the triangular G-Negation Trolley at the boom tip, which allowed the boom to deploy smoothly during ground testing under gravity. The trolley proved useful in the boom qualification testing in thermal and vacuum conditions, where manual intervention was not possible, and during alignment checks, where intervention is not desired.
The three folds allow the boom to stow around the spacecraft solar panels. "V" shaped snubbers keep the boom off the solar cells, and provide tension to hold the boom in place during launch. When the boom deploys, there is enough torque to overcome parasitic resistance from harness, etc. It will snap to the fully extended, rigid shape as shown in Figure 15 .
Figure 14 ST5 Magnetometer Boom Hinge Stowed
When deployed on orbit, the internal strain energy and centrifugal acceleration cause the boom to extend and snap in its final straight, rigid shape. Figure 14 .
Boom Requirements

Magnetic Cleanliness
Since the boom was in intimate contact with the science instrument, it has been designed to minimize magnetic interference with the magnetometer and provide thermal and dynamic stability. All exposed metal was coated in order to reduce temperature gradients, since magnetic fields are generated in a conductor due to the thermo-magnetic effect. The standard, low-magnetism A286 stainless steel fasteners used on the rest of the spacecraft were replaced with even "cleaner" brass screws to attach the instrument, and Titanium screws for the hinges. The hinges have a gold coating 50 microns thick. This boom was originally conceived as being made entirely of graphite composite. Three pairs of oblong holes at each hinge point allowed the boom to fold where needed. While light and stiff, graphite composite is not ordinarily thought of as a flexible material. This design took advantage of the stiffness of the composite in tubular geometry, yet leveraged its thin-section behavior to place flexibility at the required locations. Though extensive work was done to overcome inherent cracking and durability issues, this design was abandoned since the design could not meet the natural frequency requirement. Instead, Beryllium-Copper (BeCu) metal hinges were attached to graphite segments through Titanium (Ti) fittings.
As development of the BeCu-hinge boom progressed, two additional problems arose. It was found that the Ti fitting restraint configuration caused stress concentrations in the hinge, necessitating several re-design and analysis iterations. Secondly, the BeCu heat treatment was found to be incomplete. Both problems showed up as cracks in the hinge material, the same problem as the all-graphite design. Implementing tighter controls on the fabrication process, redesigning the hinge restraint, and developing a consistent stow procedure all contributed to solving the cracking issue, and readying the boom for qualification test.
Ground Test
Vibration Before and after vibration, the natural frequency was demonstrated to be 10.5 Hz. Damping was sufficient to reduce peak-to-peak displacement by 9500 in -15 seconds. A visual inspection showed no visible cracks. These results demonstrated that vibration caused no damage to the boom.
Alignment The alignment criteria were to assure the magnetometer is positioned repeatably within 900 arc seconds. Ten deployment and stow cycles were performed for each test. The trolley from thermal vacuum testing was utilized to compensate for the gravity load. After an initial settling-in on the order of 500 arc seconds for the first two deploy cycles, the boom showed low variation on both angular and translational positioning despite the friction and gravity effects. On-orbit performance was considerably better due to the absence of such disturbances.
Thermal-Vacuum This test was crucial in assessing the hinge toque margin at low temperatures. During cold testing, the boom released well, but failed to deploy fully because the elbow (mid) hinge sagged under gravity, contacting the deploy surface. The lower temperatures caused friction to increase, which the spring energy in the hinge was not sufficient to overcome. As the chamber was brought to ambient temperature, the boom recovered to its fully extended position on its own. This would not have happened on-orbit, but that does not negate the requirement to demonstrate performance. The support equipment was adjusted to better guide the boom along its deploy path, and the test was conducted successfully. Figure 16 . The Pinpuller and pusher devices are seen on the left hand post, and the two hinges are on the right hand posts. Figure  17 . The spacecraft is first kicked off on the left hand side when the Pinpuller trigger retracts and the pusher starts clockwise rotation. The SC pivots about hinge pins on the right side until the pusher has completed its stroke. Then the hinges, which are mechanically timed, retract at about 20 degrees of rotation. The SC is then free to translate away from the launch vehicle at a rate of 12 meter per second. Spin Rate Decay Over the course of the mission, each SC spin rate was observed to decay. This was attributed to either atmospheric drag on the magnetometer boom near perigee or to eddy currents induced in the aluminum structure interacting with the Earth's magnetic field. The predominant mechanism for this phenomenon was proved by test to be magnetic interactions. The SC was commanded to slew 90 degrees with respect to the magnetic field only, and the rate decay was found to decrease. The attitude thruster was co-aligned with the spin axis, so it had negligible effect on the spin rate.
CONCLUSION
The ST5 mechanical system functioned perfectly over the course of the mission. The six low-shock pinpullers functioned as designed, releasing both the SC constellation and the Magnetometer Boom on command. The mechanical requirements of small-volume, low mass, low magnetic signature and spin balance were met. 
